
AFU meeting 20 September 2022
Present: Edvarda Harnes, Katherine Lee, Camilla Nyhagen, Jørgen Glenndal, Ola Mårem,
Semya Tønnessen, Eloi Richard, Mats Kirkaune, Jonas Thrane, Aline Brunvoll, Dennis
Fremstad, Vetle Vikenes, Thorstein Skaug, Oskar Hafstad, Christophe Blomsen

1) Approval of agenda
2) Something new from MNSU/LAMU/program board/institute board?

a) MNSU: There was talk about bringing something up with the department about
what types of exam we should be using (is a 4-hour written exam at Silurveien
really the best way to test the material? Should we maybe have more
project-based classes like in compphys? Split up the exam between theory and
calculations like in quantum mechanics? Come to Kat with your opinions)

b) Institute board: Went through the Institute 2030 plan, which is still open for
comment. Also talked a little about money and PhD positions.

3) New meeting time. We will now meet at 15:00 instead of 14:15 every other Tuesday,
since Oskar and Thorstein can’t make the old meeting time.

4) Updated information on money. Edvarda talked to Kristine and got more information on
what we spent in the spring - we have 7000 left this semester; there might be more but
we don’t know. Thorstein asked Kristine about any extra money but she wasn’t sure. We
also have a forgotten bank account from 10 years ago with another 6000, apparently, but
it’s a little hard to access.

5) Upgrades to the basement? (Like a screen, chairs, kitchen utensils …)
a) Kat will send an email to see if anyone who doesn’t have a gray chair wants it

replaced - gray chairs are getting replaced anyway
b) We’ll also get a screen that can be moved around - Edvarda will talk to the

administration
c) Vetle can buy a toaster/toast iron off Finn
d) Edvarda will get bowls/teaspoons for the kitchen

6) Social events?
a) Weekly breakfast: Eloi will set up a poll for what day
b) Semya buys biscuits for AFU: kr 500
c) Board game night w/pizza: Wednesday 12 October, kr 1500 ish, talk to Ida at

least 2-3 days before.
d) Master student julebord 15 December
e) Coffee and waffles w/phds/postdocs/professors - Eloi can ask Morsal about the

date but sometime in November?
f) Dugnad - clean the shelves/kitchen. Kat can make a poll about dates/times next

week
7) Updated regulations have been uploaded to the drive, to be voted on at the next meeting

in 2 weeks; Edvarda will send everyone a link with all the suggested changes. After we
approve the new regulations, we’ll translate them into English. If you have opinions we’ll
bring them up in the next meeting.

8) End meeting


